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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to an indoor unit
of an air conditioner, and in particular relates to a tech-
nique for controlling an airflow blown out from an indoor
unit installed in a ceiling.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] When it comes to air conditioners, these days
great importance is placed on comfort in an indoor envi-
ronment created by the airflow blown out from the indoor
unit.
[0003] For example, JP H 04 28946 discloses an air
conditioning machine which includes an indoor unit hav-
ing an upper outlet port opening upward and a lower out-
let port opening downward. The indoor unit changes an
airflow division ratio (i.e., a ratio between the air blown
upward through the upper outlet port and the air blown
downward through the lower outlet port) in a heating op-
eration according to perimeter loads (i.e., loads near win-
dows).
[0004] EP 2 530 395 A1 discloses a ceiling-mounted
indoor unit which is comprised of a casing, at least four
horizontal blades, and an indoor control unit. An air outlet
is formed in the casing along a peripheral edge portion
of a decorative panel. The at least four horizontal blades
are rotatably disposed in the air outlet, and their airflow-
direction angles in an up-and-down direction are capable
of being changed independently. The indoor control unit
controls the horizontal blades in such a way that first hor-
izontal blades, which are at least two of the horizontal
blades adjacent to each other among the at least four
horizontal blades, synchronously swing while taking the
same posture and a combination of the first horizontal
blades shifts in order along the peripheral edge portion
of the decorative panel. EP 2 484 986 A1 discloses a
control device for controlling the swing action of an air
conditioning apparatus and improving the level of comfort
within a room. A control device is a control device for
controlling a swing action for causing flaps of an air con-
ditioning apparatus to swing up and down, the control
device comprising an operation mode determining sec-
tion, a swing pattern storage area, and a control com-
mand generator. The operation mode determining sec-
tion determines at least an air-cooling operation mode
and an air-warming operation mode, which are operation
modes of the air conditioning apparatus. The swing pat-
tern storage area stores a plurality of swing patterns
which are varieties of information pertaining to the swing
action. The control command generator generates a con-
trol command of the air conditioning apparatus on the
basis of the swing pattern that corresponds to the result
determined by the operation mode determining section
from among the plurality of swing patterns. EP 2 498 018
A1 discloses an indoor unit capable of blowing out air in

a plurality of directions different from one another, and
with a control section performing an airflow rate adjusting
operation in which a reduced amount of air is blown in
one or more blowing directions to avoid for example the
provision of conditioned air towards a wall surface of a
room where there is no user.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

TECHNICAL PROBLEM

[0005] In general, air conditioners having an indoor unit
installed in a ceiling control the airflow such that, for ex-
ample, warm air is blown downward in a heating opera-
tion to warm an interior zone of a room and then supplied
to a perimeter zone of the room. However, in such an
airflow control, part of the warm air blown downward from
the indoor unit goes up before reaching the perimeter
zone, and only a reduced amount of the warm air reaches
the perimeter zone. This phenomenon may produce tem-
perature variations in the room.
[0006] In view of the foregoing background, it is there-
fore an object of the present invention to reduce temper-
ature variations in the air-conditioning target space dur-
ing a heating operation.

SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM

[0007] An indoor unit according to the present inven-
tion is defined by claim 1. Dependent claims relate to
preferred embodiments. In particular, in accordance with
the present invention, an operation control section (70)
carries out, in a heating operation, an airflow rate adjust-
ing operation, in which a reduced amount of conditioned
air is blown in one or more of a plurality of blowing direc-
tions to increase the blowing speed in the rest of the
blowing directions, by periodically changing the blowing
direction in which a reduced amount of the conditioned
air is blown.
[0008] The indoor unit of an air conditioner according
to the present invention comprises a casing (20) installed
in a ceiling (U) of an air-conditioning target space (R).
The casing (20) is provided with outlet ports (26) capable
of blowing out conditioned air in a plurality of blowing
directions different from one another. The indoor unit is
provided with an operation control section (70) to carry
out, in a heating operation, an airflow rate adjusting op-
eration in which in which a reduced amount of the con-
ditioned air is blown in one or more of the plurality of
blowing directions to increase a blowing speed in the rest
of the blowing directions. To carry out the airflow rate
adjusting operation, the operation control section (70) is
configured to control flow of the conditioned air such that
the conditioned air is blown out in a horizontal blow mode
in the blowing direction in which the blowing speed is
increased by the airflow rate adjusting operation, and pe-
riodically change the blowing direction in which a reduced
amount of the conditioned air is blown.
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[0009] The casing (20) of the indoor unit installed in
the ceiling (U) of the air-conditioning target space (R) is
provided with the outlet ports (26) capable of blowing out
conditioned air in a plurality of blowing directions different
from one another. The operation control section (70) of
the indoor unit carries out, in a heating operation, an air-
flow rate adjusting operation in which a reduced amount
of the conditioned air is blown in one or more of the plu-
rality of blowing directions to increase the blowing speed
in the rest of the blowing directions. In this airflow rate
adjusting operation, the blowing speed of the conditioned
air is increased in the direction other than the direction
in which a reduced amount of the conditioned air is blown.
Thus, the conditioned air blown out from the outlet ports
(26) with increased air blowing speed travels further into
the room space (R), which means that the conditioned
air reaches the perimeter zone of the room space (R)
more easily. The operation control section (70) controls
the flow of the conditioned air such that the conditioned
air is blown out in the horizontal blow mode in the blowing
direction in which the blowing speed is increased by the
airflow rate adjusting operation. Thus, the conditioned air
may be circulated through the air-conditioning target
space (R) in which the conditioned air blown out from the
outlet port (26) of the indoor unit installed in the ceiling
(U) for example hits against a wall surface of the air-
conditioning target space (R), flows sequentially along
the wall surface and the floor surface, and is drawn into
the indoor unit. Further, the operation control section (70)
periodically changes the blowing direction in which a re-
duced amount of the conditioned air is blown, in carrying
out the airflow rate adjusting operation. In other words,
the blowing direction in which the conditioned air is blown
with increased speed is also changed periodically. As a
result, the conditioned air (i.e., warm air) blown out
through the outlet ports (26) reaches the perimeter zone
of the air-conditioning target space (R) more easily, which
thus reduces the temperature variations in the air-condi-
tioning target space (R) in the heating operation.
[0010] In general, the warm conditioned air being
blown out in all the plurality of blowing directions in the
heating operation may easily result in overheating the
room. According to the first aspect described above, how-
ever, a reduced amount of the warm conditioned air is
blown in one or more of the plurality of blowing directions,
and the room may thus be prevented from being over-
heated. That is, the first aspect of the present disclosure
may reduce temperature variations in the air-conditioning
target space (R) in the heating operation, while reducing
overheating of the room. In addition, the warm condi-
tioned air easily reaches the perimeter zone of the air-
conditioning target space (R) in the heating operation,
which allows the warm conditioned air to smoothly circu-
late in the air-conditioning target space (R) and hence
achieves quick heating of the air-conditioning target
space (R).
[0011] According to some preferred embodiments, the
indoor unit is configured to blow out the conditioned air

in four blowing directions 90° apart from each other. The
operation control section (70) reduces, in the airflow rate
adjusting operation, flow of the conditioned air in two of
the four blowing directions to increase the blowing speed
in the other two blowing directions.
[0012] According to these embodiments, the indoor
unit is configured to blow out the conditioned air in four
different blowing directions 90° apart from each other.
The operation control section (70) carries out the airflow
rate adjusting operation in which a reduce amount of the
conditioned air is blown in two of the four blowing direc-
tions to increase the blowing speed in the other two blow-
ing directions. Thus, in this airflow rate adjusting opera-
tion, the blowing speed in the two blowing directions in
which the conditioned air is blown out simultaneously is
higher than in a case where the conditioned air is blown
out simultaneously in all of the four blowing directions.
[0013] According to some preferred embodiments, the
indoor unit includes a load detection section (71) which
detects, for each of the blowing directions, whether an
area of a perimeter zone of the air-conditioning target
space (R) is a high load area having a relatively large air
conditioning load or a low load area having a smaller air
conditioning load than the high load area. The operation
control section (70) carries out the airflow rate adjusting
operation such that an accumulated value of flow rates
of air into the high load area in a predetermined reference
time is greater than an accumulated value of flow rates
of air into the low load area in the predetermined refer-
ence time, by periodically changing the blowing direction
in which a reduced amount of the conditioned air is blown.
[0014] According to these embodiments, the load de-
tection section (71) of the indoor unit detects, for each of
the blowing directions of the conditioned air, whether an
area of the perimeter zone of the air-conditioning target
space (R) is a high load area having a relatively large air
conditioning load or a low load area having a smaller air
conditioning load than the high load area. Further, the
operation control section (70) changes periodically, in
carrying out the airflow rate adjusting operation, the blow-
ing direction in which a reduced amount of the condi-
tioned air is blown, such that an accumulated value of
flow rates of air into the high load area in a predetermined
reference time is greater than an accumulated value of
flow rates of air into the low load area in the predeter-
mined reference time. As a result, the flow rate of air into
the high load area of the air-conditioning target space
(R) is increased and the flow rate of air into the low load
area is reduced, which allows for further reducing the
temperature variations in the air-conditioning target
space (R).
[0015] According to some preferred embodiments, the
outlet ports (26) include a plurality of primary outlet ports
(24) configured to blow out the conditioned air in direc-
tions different from one another. The casing (20) is pro-
vided with an intake hole (23) arranged adjacent to the
plurality of primary outlet ports (24) and configured to
draw in room air. The operation control section (70) con-
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trols the flow of the conditioned air blown out from the
primary outlet port (24) corresponding to the blowing di-
rection in which a reduced amount of the conditioned air
is blown in the airflow rate adjusting operation, such that
the conditioned air is blown out toward the intake hole
(23) and drawn into the intake hole (23).
[0016] According to these embodiments, the outlet
ports (26) include a plurality of primary outlet ports (24)
configured to blow out the conditioned air in directions
different from one another, and the casing (20) of the
indoor unit is provided with the intake hole (23) arranged
adjacent to the plurality of primary outlet ports (24) and
configured to draw in room air. Further, the operation
control section (70) controls the flow of the conditioned
air blown out from the primary outlet port (24) correspond-
ing to the blowing direction in which a reduced amount
of the conditioned air is blown in the airflow rate adjusting
operation, such that the conditioned air is blown out to-
ward the intake hole (23) and drawn into the intake hole
(23). Thus, the conditioned air blown out through the pri-
mary outlet port (24) corresponding to the blowing direc-
tion in which a reduced amount of the conditioned air is
blown, is not blown into the air-conditioning target space
(R) but is directly drawn into the intake hole (23) adjacent
to the primary outlet port (24). That is, a short-circuit of
the airflow may be generated.
[0017] According to some preferred embodiments, the
two blowing directions in which a reduced amount of the
conditioned air is blown are 180° apart from each other.
[0018] According to these embodiments, the two blow-
ing directions in which a reduced amount of the condi-
tioned air is blown are 180° apart from each other. Thus,
the conditioned air is blown out from the outlet ports (26)
with an increased blowing speed due to the airflow rate
adjusting operation in the directions 180° apart from each
other.

ADVANTAGES OF THE INVENTION

[0019] According to one or more embodiments of the
present disclosure, the operation control section (70) car-
ries out, in a heating operation, an airflow rate adjusting
operation, in which a reduced amount of conditioned air
is blown in one or more of a plurality of blowing directions
to increase the blowing speed in the rest of the blowing
directions, by periodically changing the blowing direction
in which a reduced amount of the conditioned air is blown.
As a result, the temperature variations in the air-condi-
tioning target space (R) in the heating operation may be
reduced.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020]

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating a refrigerant circuit of
an air conditioner according to an embodiment.
FIG. 2 is a perspective view of an indoor unit of the

air conditioner shown in FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 is a schematic plan view of the indoor unit
without the top plate when viewed from above.
FIG. 4 is a schematic cross-section of the indoor unit
taken along the line IV-IV of FIG. 3.
FIG. 5 is a schematic view of the bottom surface of
the indoor unit.
FIG. 6A is a partial cross-section of the indoor unit
in a state in which a wind direction adjusting blade
is set to a horizontal blow position.
FIG. 6B is a partial cross-section of the indoor unit
in a state in which the wind direction adjusting blade
is set to a downward blow position.
FIG. 6C is a partial cross-section of the indoor unit
in which the wind direction adjusting blade is set to
a blow restriction position.
FIG. 7 is a perspective view illustrating an example
arrangement of the indoor unit in a room.
FIG. 8A generally illustrates simultaneous blowing
in four directions.
FIG. 8B generally illustrates alternate blowing in two
directions.
FIG. 9 generally illustrates a first load layout pattern
of high load areas and low load areas in a detection
area targeted for detection by a load detection sec-
tion of the indoor unit.
FIG. 10 is a diagram generally illustrating an airflow
rate adjusting operation in the first load layout pattern
shown in FIG. 9.
FIG. 11 generally illustrates a second load layout
pattern of high load areas and low load areas in the
detection area targeted for detection by the load de-
tection section of the indoor unit.
FIG. 12 is a diagram generally illustrating an airflow
rate adjusting operation in the second load layout
pattern shown in FIG. 11.
FIG. 13 generally illustrates a third load layout pat-
tern of high load areas and low load areas in the
detection area targeted for detection by the load de-
tection section of the indoor unit.
FIG. 14 is a diagram generally illustrating an airflow
rate adjusting operation in the third load layout pat-
tern shown in FIG. 13.
FIG. 15 generally illustrates a fourth load layout pat-
tern of high load areas and low load areas in the
detection area targeted for detection by the load de-
tection section of the indoor unit.
FIG. 16 is a diagram generally illustrating an airflow
rate adjusting operation in the fourth load layout pat-
tern shown in FIG. 15.
FIG. 17 is a graph showing temperature changes in
the room in the case of the alternate blowing in two
directions.
FIG. 18 is a graph showing temperature changes in
the room in the case of the simultaneous blowing in
four directions.
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DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0021] Embodiments of the present invention will be
described in detail below, based on the drawings.
[0022] The present embodiment relates to an air con-
ditioner (1) which cools and heats a room. As illustrated
in FIG. 1, the air conditioner (1) includes an outdoor unit
(10) installed outside the room and an indoor unit (11)
installed inside the room. The outdoor unit (10) and the
indoor unit (11) are connected to each other with two
connection pipes (2, 3). Thus, a refrigerant circuit (C) is
formed in the air conditioner (1). The refrigerant circuit
(C) is filled with a refrigerant which is circulated to perform
a vapor compression refrigeration cycle.

<Configuration of Refrigerant Circuit>

[0023] The outdoor unit (10) is provided with a com-
pressor (12), an outdoor heat exchanger (13), an outdoor
expansion valve (14), and a four-way switching valve
(15). The compressor (12) compresses low-pressure re-
frigerant and discharges compressed, high-pressure re-
frigerant. In the compressor (12), a compression mech-
anism (e.g., scroll or rotary compressor) is actuated by
a compressor motor (12a). Due to an invertor device, the
number of rotations (i.e., the drive frequency) of the com-
pressor motor (12a) is adjustable.
[0024] The outdoor heat exchanger (13) is a fin-and-
tube heat exchanger. An outdoor fan (16) is provided
near the outdoor heat exchanger (13). The outdoor heat
exchanger (13) exchanges heat between the air trans-
ferred by the outdoor fan (16) and the refrigerant. The
outdoor fan (16) is configured as a propeller fan actuated
by an outdoor fan motor (16a). Due to an invertor device,
the number of rotations of the outdoor fan motor (16a) is
adjustable.
[0025] The outdoor expansion valve (14) is configured
as an electronic expansion valve, the opening degree of
which is variable. The four-way switching valve (15) has
first to fourth ports. In the four-way switching valve (15),
the first port is connected to the discharge side of the
compressor (12); the second port is connected to the
intake side of the compressor (12); the third port is con-
nected to a gas-side end portion of the outdoor heat ex-
changer (13); and the fourth port is connected to a gas-
side shut-off valve (5). The four-way switching valve (15)
is switchable between a first state (i.e., the state indicated
by the solid line in FIG. 1) and a second state (i.e., the
state indicated by the broken line in FIG. 1). In the four-
way switching valve (15) in the first state, the first port
communicates with the third port, and the second port
communicates with the fourth port. In the four-way
switching valve (15) in the second state, the first port
communicates with the fourth port, and the second port
communicates with the third port.
[0026] The two connection pipes (2, 3) are configured
as a fluid-carrying pipe (2) and a gas-carrying pipe (3).
One end of the liquid-carrying pipe (2) is connected to a

liquid-side shut-off valve (4), and the other end is con-
nected to a liquid-side end portion of an indoor heat ex-
changer (32). One end of the gas-carrying pipe (3) is
connected to the gas-side shut-off valve (5), and the other
end is connected to a gas-side end portion of the indoor
heat exchanger (32).
[0027] The indoor unit (11) is provided with the indoor
heat exchanger (32) and an indoor expansion valve (39).
The indoor heat exchanger (32) is a fin-and-tube heat
exchanger. An indoor fan (31) is provided near the indoor
heat exchanger (32). As will be described later, the indoor
fan (31) is a centrifugal fan actuated by an indoor fan
motor (31a). Due to an invertor device, the number of
rotations of the indoor fan motor (31a) is adjustable. The
indoor expansion valve (39) is connected to a liquid-side
end portion of the indoor heat exchanger (32) in the re-
frigerant circuit (C). The indoor expansion valve (39) is
configured as an electronic expansion valve, the opening
degree of which is variable.

[Indoor Unit]

[0028] FIGS. 2-5 illustrate example configurations of
the indoor unit (11). The indoor unit (11) is connected to
the outdoor unit (10) placed outside a room space (R),
i.e., an air-conditioning target space, via the connection
pipes (2, 3). The indoor unit (11) and the outdoor unit
(10) together form the air conditioner (1). The air condi-
tioner (1) is configured to cool and heat the room space
(R). In this example, the indoor unit (11) is an indoor unit
installed in a ceiling. The indoor unit (11) includes an
indoor casing (20), the indoor fan (31), the indoor heat
exchanger (32), a drain pan (33), and a bell mouth (34).
The indoor casing (20) is installed in a ceiling (U) of the
room space (R). The indoor casing (20) is configured as
a casing body (21) and a decorative panel (22).
[0029] FIG. 2 is a schematic perspective view of the
indoor unit (11) when viewed diagonally from below the
indoor unit (11). FIG. 3 is a schematic plan view of the
indoor unit (11) without the top plate (21a) when viewed
from above. FIG. 4 is a schematic cross-section of the
indoor unit (11) taken along the line IV-IV of FIG. 3. FIG.
5 is schematic view of the bottom surface of the indoor
unit (11).

<Casing Body>

[0030] The casing body (21) is positioned in an opening
formed in the ceiling (U) of the room space (R) by being
inserted into the opening. The casing body (21) has a
box-like, generally rectangular parallelepiped shape with
an open bottom end. The casing body (21) has the top
plate (21a) having a generally square plate-like shape,
and four side panels (21b) each having a generally rec-
tangular plate-like shape and extending downward from
a peripheral portion of the top plate (21a). The casing
body (21) houses the indoor fan (31), the indoor heat
exchanger (32), the drain pan (33), and the bell mouth
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(34). One of the four side panels (21b) is provided with
a through hole (H) through which an indoor refrigerant
pipe (P), which connects the indoor heat exchanger (32)
with the connection pipes (2, 3), can pass.

<Indoor Fan>

[0031] The indoor fan (31) is located at a central portion
in the casing body (21). The indoor fan (31) draws air
from under the casing and blows the air out in a radially
outward direction. In this example, the indoor fan (31) is
configured as a centrifugal fan and is actuated by the
indoor fan motor (31a) located at the center of the top
plate (21a) of the casing body (21).

<Indoor Heat Exchanger>

[0032] The indoor heat exchanger (32) has a refriger-
ant pipe (i.e., a heat-transfer tube) and is arranged such
that the refrigerant pipe is bent to surround the indoor
fan (31). The indoor heat exchanger (32) exchanges heat
between the refrigerant flowing in the heat-transfer tube
(not shown) provided therein and the air drawn into the
casing body (21). For example, the indoor heat exchang-
er (32) is configured as a fin-and-tube heat exchanger.
Further, the indoor heat exchanger (32) functions as a
refrigerant evaporator in a cooling operation, thereby
cooling the air, and functions as a refrigerant condenser
(i.e., a radiator) in a heating operation, thereby heating
the air.

<Drain Pan>

[0033] The drain pan (33) has a generally rectangular
parallelepiped shape and is thin in the vertical dimension.
The drain pan (33) is placed under the indoor heat ex-
changer (32). An intake passage (33a) is provided at a
central portion of the drain pan (33), a water receiving
groove (33b) at a top surface of the rain pan (33), and
four first blowing passages (33c) and four second blowing
passages (33d) at a peripheral portion of the drain pan
(33). The intake passage (33a) passes through the drain
pan (33) in the vertical direction. The water-receiving
groove (33b) is annular and surrounds the intake pas-
sage (33a) in a plan view. The four first blowing passages
(33c) extend along the four sides of the drain pan (33)
so as to surround the water-receiving groove (33b) when
viewed in plan. The four first blowing passages (33c) pass
through the drain pan (33) in the vertical direction. The
four second blowing passages (33d) are located at four
corners of the drain pan (33) when viewed in plan, and
pass through the drain pan (33) in the vertical direction.

<Bell Mouth>

[0034] The bell mouth (34) has a cylindrical shape, an
open area of which increases from top to bottom end.
Further, the upper open end of the bell mouth (34) is

inserted in an intake hole (i.e., the lower open end) of the
indoor fan (31) and is accommodated in the intake pas-
sage (33a) of the drain pan (33). This configuration leads
the air drawn through the lower open end of the bell mouth
(34) to the intake hole of the indoor fan (31).

<Decorative Panel>

[0035] The decorative panel (22) has a generally cubic
shape and is thin in the vertical direction. Further, an
intake hole (23) is provided at a central portion the dec-
orative panel (22) and outlet ports (26) are provided at a
peripheral portion the decorative panel (22). The outlet
ports (26) blow the conditioned air out in a plurality of
directions different from one another. Specifically, the
outlet ports (26) formed in the decorative panel (22) are
configured as four first outlet ports (24), which are primary
outlet ports, and four second outlet ports (25), which are
secondary outlet ports.

«Intake Hole»

[0036] The intake hole (23) passes through the deco-
rative panel (22) in the vertical direction and communi-
cates with the interior space of the bell mouth (34). The
intake hole (23) is arranged adjacent to the four first outlet
ports (24) and is configured to draw in the room air. In
the present embodiment, the intake hole (23) has a gen-
erally square shape in when viewed in plan. Further, the
intake hole (23) is provided with an intake grill (41) and
an intake filter (42). The intake grill (41) has a generally
square shape and is provided with a large number of
through holes at a central portion. The intake grill (41) is
attached to the intake hole (23) of the decorative panel
(22) to cover the intake hole (23). The intake filter (42)
catches dust in the air drawn through the intake grill (41).

«Outlet Port»

[0037] The four first outlet ports (24) are straight ports
extending along the four sides of the decorative panel
(22) so as to surround the intake hole (23) when viewed
in plan. Each of the first outlet ports (24) passes through
the decorative panel (22) in the vertical direction to com-
municate with an associated one of the first blowing pas-
sages (33c) of the drain pan (33). In the present embod-
iment, the first outlet port (24) has a generally rectangular
shape when viewed in plan. The four first outlet ports (24)
are configured to blow the conditioned air out in different
directions. The four second outlet ports (25) are located
at the four corners of the decorative panel (22) and are
curved when viewed in plan. Each of the second outlet
ports (25) passes through the decorative panel (22) in
the vertical direction to communicate with an associated
one of the second blowing passages (33d) of the drain
pan (33).
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<Flow of Air in Indoor Unit>

[0038] Now, flow of air in the indoor unit (11) will be
described with reference to FIG. 4. First, when the indoor
fan (31) is actuated, the room air is drawn into the indoor
fan (31) from the room space (R) after sequentially pass-
ing through the intake grill (41) and the intake filter (42)
which are provided for the intake hole (23) of the deco-
rative panel (22) and through the interior space of the
bell mouth (34). The air taken into the indoor fan (31) is
blown out in a lateral direction of the indoor fan (31), and
exchanges heat with the refrigerant flowing through the
indoor heat exchanger (32) when the air passes through
the indoor heat exchanger (32). Thus, the air passing
through the indoor heat exchanger (32) is cooled when
the indoor heat exchanger (32) functions as an evapo-
rator (i.e., during a cooling operation), and is heated when
the indoor heat exchanger (32) functions as a condenser
(i.e., during a heating operation). The conditioned air
which has passed through the indoor heat exchanger
(32) is divided and flows into the four first blowing pas-
sages (33c) and the four second blowing passages (33d),
and is thereafter blown out from the four first outlet ports
(24) and the four second outlet ports (25) into the room
space (R).

<Wind Direction Adjusting Blade>

[0039] Each of the first outlet ports (24) is provided with
a wind direction adjusting blade (51) for adjusting the
wind direction of the conditioned air flowing in each first
blowing passage (33c). The wind direction adjusting
blade (51) has a flat plate-like shape extending from one
end to the other end of the longitudinal dimension of the
first outlet port (24) of the decorative panel (22). The wind
direction adjusting blade (51) is supported by support
members (52) and is freely rotatable about a central shaft
(53) extending in the longitudinal direction of the blade.
The wind direction adjusting blade (51) has an arc-
shaped cross-section (i.e., the cross-section orthogonal
to the longitudinal dimension) which forms a convex
curve relative to the central shaft (53) of swing motion.
[0040] The wind direction adjusting blade (51) is a mov-
able blade. The position of the wind direction adjusting
blade (51) may be set to a horizontal blow position, shown
in FIG. 6A, corresponding to a horizontal blow mode in
which the conditioned air is blown in the horizontal direc-
tion from the first outlet port (24), a downward blow po-
sition, shown in FIG. 6B, corresponding to a downward
blow mode in which the air is blown downward from the
first outlet port (24), and a blow restriction position, shown
in FIG. 6C, corresponding to a wind block mode in which
the flow of the conditioned air from the first outlet ports
(24) is reduced. The horizontal blow mode is a mode in
which the conditioned air is blown in a direction that leads
the conditioned air to the perimeter zone of the room
space (R). Specifically, in the horizontal blow mode, the
wind direction adjusting blade (51) is arranged at its most

upwardly-facing position within a general range of ad-
justment. In the horizontal blow mode of the present em-
bodiment, the conditioned air is blown downward from
the first outlet port (24) at an angle of 20° with respect to
a horizontal plane.
[0041] In the present embodiment, the position of the
wind direction adjusting blade (51) is controlled by an
airflow control section of an operation control section
(70), which is a control board as illustrated in FIG. 1. The
horizontal blow mode, the downward blow mode, or the
wind block mode may be selected at each first outlet port
(24) by controlling the position of the wind direction ad-
justing blade (51). Specifically, the airflow control section
of the operation control section (70) can select the hori-
zontal blow mode in which the wind direction adjusting
blade (51) is set to the horizontal blow position, the down-
ward blow mode in which the wind direction adjusting
blade (51) is set to the downward blow position to blow
the air toward the floor (F) of the air-conditioning target
space (R), or the wind block mode in which the wind
direction adjusting blade (51) is set to the blow restriction
position.
[0042] The wind direction adjusting blades (51) provid-
ed at the four first outlet ports (24) may be controlled
independently from one another by the airflow control
section of the operation control section (70). If the wind
direction adjusting blade (51) of at least one of the four
first outlet ports (24) is set to the blow restriction position,
the gap between the first outlet port (24) and the wind
direction adjusting blade (51) becomes narrower such
that air becomes harder to be blown out from said first
outlet port (24). As a result, the blowing speed of the
conditioned air from the other first outlet ports (24) in-
creases. That is, the airflow control section of the oper-
ation control section (70) is configured to carry out an
airflow rate adjusting operation in which the angle of the
wind direction adjusting blade (51) is controlled to reduce
the flow of the conditioned air in one or more directions
(two blowing directions in the present embodiment) of a
plurality of blowing directions (four blowing directions in
the present embodiment), thereby increasing the speed
of the air blown out in the rest of the blowing directions
(the other two blowing directions in the present embod-
iment).
[0043] The airflow control section of the operation con-
trol section (70) is configured to control the flow of the
conditioned air such that the conditioned air is blown out
in the horizontal blow mode in the blowing direction in
which the blowing speed is increased by the airflow rate
adjusting operation. Further, the airflow control section
of the operation control section (70) is configured to carry
out the airflow rate adjusting operation by controlling the
angle of the wind direction adjusting blade (51) and there-
by periodically changing the blowing direction in which a
reduced amount of the conditioned air is blown.
[0044] When the wind direction adjusting blade (51) is
set to the blow restriction position, the conditioned air
blown out from the first outlet port (24) having said wind
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direction adjusting blade (51) is small in amount and low
in speed. Hence, a short-circuit, in which the conditioned
air does not flow to the air-conditioning target space (R)
but is directly drawn into the intake hole (23), occurs. In
other words, the airflow control section of the operation
control section (70) is configured to control the flow of
the conditioned air blown out from the first outlet port (24)
corresponding to the blowing direction in which a reduced
amount of the conditioned air is blown in the airflow rate
adjusting operation, such that the conditioned air is blown
out toward the intake hole (23) and drawn into the intake
hole (23). In the indoor unit (11) of the present embodi-
ment, the wind direction adjusting blades (51) are pro-
vided at only the first outlet ports (24) and are not provided
at the second outlet ports (25).
[0045] For example, the single casing (20) of the indoor
unit (11) is installed in the center of a room having a
square ceiling (U) and floor (F), as illustrated in FIG. 7.
As described above, the casing (20) of the indoor unit
(11) has the four first outlet ports (24) which allow the
conditioned air to be blown out evenly in the four direc-
tions in the horizontal blow mode, as illustrated in FIG.
8A, allow the conditioned air to be blown out in only two
opposite directions in the horizontal blow mode, as illus-
trated in FIG. 8B, and allow the conditioned air to be
blown out in only two predetermined directions in the hor-
izontal blow mode, as will be described later with refer-
ence to FIGS. 9-16.

<Load Detection Section>

[0046] The indoor unit (11) is provided with a load de-
tection section (71) which detects, for each of the blowing
directions of the conditioned air, whether an area of the
perimeter zone present at the circumference of the room
space (R), i.e., an air-conditioning target space, is a high
load area (Ac) or a low load area (Ah). The high load area
(Ac) has a relatively large air conditioning load in the heat-
ing operation. The low load area (Ah) has a smaller air
conditioning load than the high load area (Ac). As illus-
trated in FIG. 2, the load detection section (71) is provided
at a single location of the bottom surface of the decorative
panel (22). The load detection section (71) detects a sur-
face temperature (e.g., the temperature of the floor sur-
face, the temperature of the desk placed on the floor,
etc.) of first to fourth detection areas (Sa to Sd, see FIG.
9, FIG. 11, FIG. 13, and FIG. 15) of the room space (R)
by means of, for example, an infrared ray sensor. The
load detection section (71) then compares the detected
temperature with a predetermined threshold temperature
to detect the high load area (Ac) and the low load area
(Ah). Specifically, the load detection section (71) includes
a sensor section (71a) and a load determination section
provided in the operation control section (70). The sensor
section (71a) outputs the detected temperature. The load
determination section of the operation control section
(70) compares the temperature detected by the sensor
section (71a) with a predetermined threshold tempera-

ture, and divides the four detection areas (Sa to Sd) cor-
responding to the four first outlet ports (24) into the high
load area (Ac) and the low load area (Ah). In FIG. 9, FIG.
11, FIG. 13, and FIG. 15, the high load area (Ac) is de-
picted in a relatively sparse dot pattern, and the low load
area (Ah) is depicted in a relatively dense dot pattern.
[0047] The airflow control section of the operation con-
trol section (70) is configured to carry out the above-de-
scribed airflow rate adjusting operation such that an ac-
cumulated value of flow rates of air into the high load
area (Ac) in a predetermined reference time will be great-
er than an accumulated value of flow rates of air into the
low load area (Ah) in the predetermined reference time.
The airflow control section accomplishes this operation
by controlling, in the horizontal blow mode, the angle of
the wind direction adjusting blade (51) of each of the first
outlet ports (24), based on the detection result of the load
detection section (71), and thereby periodically changing
the blowing direction in which a reduced amount of the
conditioned air is blown.

-Operation-

[0048] Now, operation of the air conditioner (1) accord-
ing to the present embodiment will be described. The air
conditioner (1) switches between a cooling operation and
a heating operation.

<Cooling Operation>

[0049] In the cooling operation, the four-way switching
valve (15) illustrated in FIG. 1 is in the state indicated by
the solid line, and the compressor (12), the indoor fan
(31), and the outdoor fan (16) are actuated. The refrig-
erant circuit (C) thus performs a refrigeration cycle in
which the outdoor heat exchanger (13) functions as a
condenser and the indoor heat exchanger (32) functions
as an evaporator.
[0050] Specifically, the high-pressure refrigerant com-
pressed by the compressor (12) flows through the out-
door heat exchanger (13) to exchange heat with outdoor
air. In the outdoor heat exchanger (13), the high-pressure
refrigerant dissipates heat into the outdoor air and is con-
densed. The refrigerant condensed by the outdoor heat
exchanger (13) is conveyed to the indoor unit (11). In the
indoor unit (11), the refrigerant is decompressed by the
indoor expansion valve (39) and then flows through the
indoor heat exchanger (32).
[0051] In the indoor unit (11), the room air travels up
through the intake hole (23) and then through the interior
space of the bell mouth (34), and is drawn into the indoor
fan (31). The air is blown out radially outward from the
indoor fan (31). This air passes through the indoor heat
exchanger (32) and exchanges heat with the refrigerant.
In the indoor heat exchanger (32), the refrigerant absorbs
heat from the room air and evaporates, and the air is
cooled by the refrigerant.
[0052] The conditioned air cooled by the indoor heat
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exchanger (32) is divided into the blowing passages (33c,
33d) and flows down to be supplied to the room space
(R) through the outlet ports (24, 25). The refrigerant evap-
orated by the indoor heat exchanger (32) is sucked into
the compressor (12) and is compressed again.

<Heating Operation>

[0053] In the heating operation, the four-way switching
valve (15) illustrated in FIG. 1 is in the state indicated by
the broken line, and the compressor (12), the indoor fan
(31), and the outdoor fan (16) are actuated. The refrig-
erant circuit (C) thus performs a refrigeration cycle in
which the indoor heat exchanger (32) functions as a con-
denser and the outdoor heat exchanger (13) functions
as an evaporator.
[0054] Specifically, the high-pressure refrigerant com-
pressed by the compressor (12) flows through the indoor
heat exchanger (32) of the indoor unit (11). In the indoor
unit (11), the room air travels up through the intake hole
(23) and then through the interior space of the bell mouth
(34), and is drawn into the indoor fan (31). The air is
blown out radially outward from the indoor fan (31). This
air passes through the indoor heat exchanger (32) and
exchanges heat with the refrigerant. In the indoor heat
exchanger (32), the refrigerant dissipates heat into the
room air and is condensed, and the air is heated by the
refrigerant.
[0055] The conditioned air heated by the indoor heat
exchanger (32) is divided into the blowing passages (33c,
33d) and flows down to be supplied to the room space
(R) through the outlet ports (24, 25). The refrigerant con-
densed by the indoor heat exchanger (32) is decom-
pressed by the outdoor expansion valve (14) and then
flows through the outdoor heat exchanger (13). In the
outdoor heat exchanger (13), the refrigerant absorbs
heat from the outdoor air and evaporates. The refrigerant
evaporated in the outdoor heat exchanger (13) is sucked
into the compressor (12) and is compressed again.

<Airflow Control in Heating Operation>

[0056] In the heating operation, the load detection sec-
tion (71) provided in the indoor unit (11) detects, for each
of the blowing directions of the conditioned air, whether
an area is the high load area (Ac) having a relatively large
air conditioning load or the low load area (Ah) having a
smaller air conditioning load than the high load area (Ac),
thereby carrying out the above-described airflow rate ad-
justing operation. Specifically, the airflow rate adjusting
operation is carried out, while taking into account four
cases which will be described below. In the description
of the airflow control described below, the four first outlet
ports (24) of the indoor unit (11) are distinguished from
one another in FIG. 10, FIG. 12, FIG. 14, and FIG. 16 as
a first outlet port (24a) on the upper side of the drawings,
a first outlet port (24b) on the right side of the drawings,
a first outlet port (24c) on the lower side of the drawings,

and a first outlet port (24d) on the left side of the drawings.
In FIG. 9, FIG. 11, FIG. 13 and FIG. 15, the conditioned
air from the first outlet port (24a) is blown out to the first
detection area (Sa); the conditioned air from the first out-
let port (24b) is blown out to the second detection area
(Sb); the conditioned air from the first outlet port (24c) is
blown out to the third detection area (Sc); and the con-
ditioned air from the first outlet port (24d) is blown out to
the fourth detection area (Sd).

«Case in which Four Areas are High Load Areas»

[0057] As illustrated in FIG. 9, if the temperature val-
ues, detected by the sensor section (71a), of all the de-
tection areas (Sa to Sd) of the room space (R) are smaller
than a threshold temperature, all detection areas (Sa to
Sd) are high load areas (Ac). In this case, as illustrated
in FIG. 10, a blowing pattern (I) and a blowing pattern (II)
are alternately carried out, for example for 60 seconds
each.
[0058] In the blowing pattern (I) of FIG. 10, the wind
direction adjusting blades (51) of the two first outlet ports
(24b, 24d) are set to the blow restriction position, and the
wind direction adjusting blades (51) of the other two first
outlet ports (24a, 24c) are set to the horizontal blow po-
sition. In the blowing pattern (II) of FIG. 10, the wind di-
rection adjusting blades (51) of the two first outlet ports
(24a, 24c) are set to the blow restriction position, and the
wind direction adjusting blades (51) of the other two first
outlet ports (24b, 24d) are set to the horizontal blow po-
sition.
[0059] In this case, the flow rates of air blown to the
four high load areas (Ac) in a predetermined reference
time (e.g., 60 seconds 3 2 patterns = 120 seconds) are
the same.

«Case in which Three Areas are High Load Areas»

[0060] As illustrated in FIG. 11, if the temperature val-
ue, detected by the sensor section (71a), of the first de-
tection area (Sa) of the room space (R) is greater than a
threshold temperature, and the temperature values, de-
tected by the sensor section (71a), of the second to fourth
detection areas (Sb to Sd) are lower than the threshold
temperature, the first detection area (Sa) is the low load
area (Ah) and the second to fourth detection areas (Sb
to Sd) are the high load areas (Ac). In this case, as illus-
trated in FIG. 12, the blowing pattern (I), the blowing pat-
tern (II) and a blowing pattern (III) are sequentially carried
out, for example for 120 seconds each.
[0061] In the blowing pattern (I) of FIG. 12, the wind
direction adjusting blades (51) of the two first outlet ports
(24a, 24d) are set to the blow restriction position, and the
wind direction adjusting blades (51) of the other two first
outlet ports (24b, 24c) are set to the horizontal blow po-
sition. In the blowing pattern (II) of FIG. 12, the wind di-
rection adjusting blades (51) of the two first outlet ports
(24a, 24c) are set to the blow restriction position, and the
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wind direction adjusting blades (51) of the other two first
outlet ports (24b, 24d) are set to the horizontal blow po-
sition. In the blowing pattern (III) of FIG. 12, the wind
direction adjusting blades (51) of the two first outlet ports
(24a, 24b) are set to the blow restriction position, and the
wind direction adjusting blades (51) of the other two first
outlet ports (24c, 24d) are set to the horizontal blow po-
sition.
[0062] That is, if there are a single low load area (Ah)
and three high load areas (Ac), the flow of the conditioned
air into the single low load area (Ah) and into any one of
the three high load areas (Ac) is reduced in the airflow
rate adjusting operation. In this airflow rate adjusting op-
eration, the flow of the conditioned air into the single low
load area (Ah) is reduced all the time, and the one high
load area (Ac) to which the flow of the conditioned air is
reduced is periodically changed among the three high
load areas (Ac).
[0063] In this case, the accumulated value of the flow
rates of air blown to the single low load area (Ah) in a
predetermined reference time (e.g., 120 seconds 3 3
patterns = 360 seconds) decreases, and the accumulat-
ed values of the flow rates of air blown to the three high
load areas (Ac) in the predetermined reference time
equally increase.

«Case in which Two Areas are High Load Areas»

[0064] As illustrated in FIG. 13, if the temperature val-
ues, detected by the sensor section (71a), of the first and
second detection areas (Sa, Sb) of the room space (R)
are greater than a threshold temperature, and the tem-
perature values, detected by the sensor section (71a),
of the third and fourth detection areas (Sc, Sd) are lower
than the threshold temperature, the first and second de-
tection areas (Sa, Sb) are low load areas (Ah) and the
third and fourth detection areas (Sc, Sd) are high load
areas (Ac). In this case, the blowing pattern (I) illustrated
in FIG. 14 is repeated.
[0065] In the blowing pattern (I) of FIG. 14, the wind
direction adjusting blades (51) of the two first outlet ports
(24a, 24b) are set to the blow restriction position, and the
wind direction adjusting blades (51) of the other two first
outlet ports (24c, 24d) are set to the horizontal blow po-
sition. In this case, the flow of the conditioned air into the
two low load areas (Ah) is reduced all the time.

«The Case in which One Area is a High Load Area»

[0066] As illustrated in FIG. 15, the temperature val-
ues, detected by the sensor section (71a), of the first to
third detection areas (Sa to Sc) of the room space (R)
are greater than a threshold temperature, and the tem-
perature value, detected by the sensor section (71a), of
the fourth detection area (Sd) is lower than the threshold
temperature, the first to third detection areas (Sa to Sc)
are low load areas (Ah), and the fourth detection area
(Sd) is a high load area (Ac). In this case, as illustrated

in FIG. 16, the blowing pattern (I), the blowing pattern (II)
and the blowing pattern (III) are sequentially repeated,
for example for 60 seconds each.
[0067] In the blowing pattern (I) of FIG. 16, the wind
direction adjusting blades (51) of the two first outlet ports
(24b, 24c) are set to the blow restriction position, and the
wind direction adjusting blades (51) of the other two first
outlet ports (24a, 24d) are set to the horizontal blow po-
sition. In the blowing pattern (II) of FIG. 16 the wind di-
rection adjusting blades (51) of the two first outlet ports
(24a, 24c) are set to the blow restriction position, and the
wind direction adjusting blades (51) of the other two first
outlet ports (24b, 24d) are set to the horizontal blow po-
sition. In the blowing pattern (III) of FIG. 16, the wind
direction adjusting blades (51) of the two first outlet ports
(24a, 24b) are set to the blow restriction position, and the
wind direction adjusting blades (51) of the other two first
outlet ports (24c, 24d) are set to the horizontal blow po-
sition.
[0068] That is, if there are three low load areas (Ah)
and one high load area (Ac), the flow of the conditioned
air into any two of the three low load areas is reduced in
the airflow rate adjusting operation. In the airflow rate
adjusting operation, the operation control section (70)
periodically changes the two low load areas (Ah), to which
the flow of conditioned air is reduced, among the three
low load areas (Ah), so that the blowing speed of the
conditioned air into the one high load area (Ac) is always
kept high.
[0069] This operation results in an increase in the ac-
cumulated value of the flow rates of air blown into the
single high load area (Ac) in a predetermined reference
time (e.g., 60 seconds 3 3 patterns = 180 seconds), and
in an equal reduction of the accumulated values of the
flow rates of air blown into the three low load areas (Ah)
in the predetermined reference time.

-Verification by Simulation-

[0070] Results of a simulation performed for the case
in which the above four areas are high load areas will be
described. FIG. 17 is a graph showing temperature var-
iations in a room when the air is alternately blown in two
directions in Example. FIG. 18 is a graph showing tem-
perature variations in a room when the air is simultaneous
blown in the four directions in Comparative Example. In
FIGS. 17 and 18, the bold solid line indicates a mean
temperature at a height 0.6 meters above the floor sur-
face; the broken line b indicates the highest temperature
at the height 0.6 meters above the floor surface; the bro-
ken line c indicates the lowest temperature at the height
0.6 meters above the floor surface; and the thin solid line
d indicates the temperature of the air drawn into the in-
door unit.
[0071] In the Example and the Comparative Example,
the room, which is an air-conditioning target space, is 9.9
meters square and 2.6 meters high. The outdoor tem-
perature was set to 10°C in all cases, with an initial indoor
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temperature of 10°C. In the Example, the conditioned air
having a temperature of 40°C was blown out in the two
directions in the blowing pattern (I) and the two directions
in the blowing pattern (II) alternately for 60 seconds each,
as illustrated in FIG. 10. The conditioned air was blown
downward at an angle of 20° with respect to the horizontal
plane, and at a flow rate of 24 m3 per minute. In the
Comparative Example, the conditioned air having a tem-
perature of 40°C was blown out equally in the four direc-
tions, as illustrated in FIG. 8(A). The conditioned air was
blown downward at an angle of 30° with respect to the
horizontal plane, and at a flow rate of 36.5 m3 per minute.
In each of the Example and the Comparative Example,
temperature variations in the room and temperature var-
iations of air when drawn into the indoor unit were
checked.
[0072] The result of the simulation of the Comparative
Example was as follows, as shown in FIG. 18: the mean
temperature reached 22°C relatively quickly (i.e., in 566
seconds) due to the greater flow rate of the conditioned
air compared to the Example; the temperature width (i.e.,
the difference between the highest temperature and the
lowest temperature) during such a period was relatively
wide; and the difference between the mean temperature
and the temperature of air when drawn into the indoor
unit was relatively big. On the other hand, the result of
the simulation of the Example was as follows, as shown
in FIG. 17: the mean temperature reached 22°C relatively
slowly (i.e., in 691 seconds) due to the smaller flow rate
of the conditioned air compared to the Comparative Ex-
ample; the temperature width (i.e., the difference be-
tween the highest temperature and the lowest tempera-
ture) during such a period was relatively narrow; and the
difference between the mean temperature and the tem-
perature of air when drawn into the indoor unit was rel-
atively small. According to the results of these simula-
tions, the Example exhibits smaller temperature varia-
tions in the room, and conceivably achieves more effec-
tive heating, than the Comparative Example. In the Com-
parative Example, warm air stays close to the ceiling in
the room, and the area close to the floor of the room is
difficult to heat. In other words, the temperature differ-
ence in the vertical direction is relatively large. In the Ex-
ample, warm air does not stay close to the ceiling of the
room, and the area close to the floor is easy to heat. In
other words, the temperature difference in the vertical
direction is relatively small.

-Advantages of The Embodiment-

[0073] According to the indoor unit (11) of the air con-
ditioner (1) of the present embodiment, the casing (20)
of the indoor unit (11) installed in the ceiling (U) of the
room space (R) is provided with the outlet ports (26) ca-
pable of blowing out the conditioned air in a plurality of
blowing directions different from one another, as de-
scribed above. The airflow control section of the opera-
tion control section (70) of the indoor unit (11) carries out

the airflow rate adjusting operation in which the airflow
control section reduces the flow of the conditioned air in
one or more of the plurality of blowing directions to in-
crease the blowing speed in the rest of the blowing di-
rections. In this airflow rate adjusting operation, the blow-
ing speed of the conditioned air is increased in the direc-
tion other than the direction in which a reduced amount
of the conditioned air is blown. Thus, the conditioned air
blown out from the outlet ports (26) with increased air
blowing speed travels further into the room space (R),
which means that the conditioned air reaches the perim-
eter zone of the room space (R) more easily. Further, the
airflow control section of the operation control section
(70) periodically changes the blowing direction in which
a reduced amount of the conditioned air is blown, in car-
rying out the airflow rate adjusting operation. In other
words, the blowing direction in which the conditioned air
is blown with increased speed is also changed periodi-
cally. As a result, the conditioned air blown out through
the outlet ports (26) reaches the perimeter zone of the
room space (R) more easily, which thus reduces the tem-
perature variations in the room space (R).
[0074] Moreover, in the indoor unit (11) of the air con-
ditioner (1) of the present embodiment, the load detection
section (71) of the indoor unit (11) detects, for each of
the blowing directions of the conditioned air, whether an
area of the perimeter zone in the room space (R) is a
high load area (Ac) having a relatively large air condition-
ing load or a low load area (Ah) having a smaller air con-
ditioning load than the high load area (Ac). Further, in
carrying out the airflow rate adjusting operation, the air-
flow control section of the operation control section (70)
periodically changes the blowing direction in which a re-
duced amount of the conditioned air is blown, such that
an accumulated value of the flow rate of air into the high
load area (Ac) in a predetermined reference time will be
greater than an accumulated value of the flow rate of air
into the low load area (Ah) in the predetermined reference
time. As a result, the flow rate of air into the high load
area (Ac) of the air-conditioning target space (R) is in-
creased and the flow rate of air into the low load area
(Ah) of the air-conditioning target space (R) is reduced,
which allows a further reduction in the temperature var-
iations in the air-conditioning target space (R).
[0075] In general, the warm conditioned air being
blown out in all of the blowing directions in the heating
operation may easily result in overheating the room. In
this respect, in the indoor unit (11) of the air conditioner
(1) of the present embodiment, the flow of the warm con-
ditioned air in one or more of the blowing directions is
reduced. The risk of overheating the room may thus be
reduced. That is, the indoor unit (11) of the present em-
bodiment may reduce temperature variations in the room
space (R) in the heating operation, while reducing the
risk of overheating the room. In addition, the warm con-
ditioned air easily reaches the perimeter zone of the room
space (R) in the heating operation, which allows smooth
circulation of the warm conditioned air in the room space
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(R) and hence achieves quick heating of the room space
(R).
[0076] In the indoor unit (11) of the air conditioner (1)
of the present embodiment, the airflow control section of
the operation control section (70) controls the flow of the
conditioned air such that the conditioned air is blown out
in the horizontal blow mode in the blowing direction in
which the blowing speed is increased by the airflow rate
adjusting operation. Thus, the conditioned air may be
circulated through the room space (R) in which the con-
ditioned air blown out from the outlet port (26) of the in-
door unit (11) installed in the ceiling (U) for example hits
against a wall surface of the air-conditioning target space
(R), flows sequentially along the wall surface and the
floor (F), and is drawn into the indoor unit (11).
[0077] In the indoor unit (11) of the air conditioner (1)
of the present embodiment, the outlet ports (26) include
a plurality of first outlet ports (24) for blowing out the con-
ditioned air in directions different from one another, and
the casing (20) of the indoor unit (11) is provided with the
intake hole (23) arranged adjacent to the first outlet ports
(24) to draw in the room air. The airflow control section
of the operation control section (70) controls, in the airflow
rate adjusting operation, the flow of the conditioned air
blown out from the first outlet port (24) corresponding to
the blowing direction in which a reduced amount of the
conditioned air is blown, such that the conditioned air is
blown out toward the intake hole (23) and drawn into the
intake hole (23). Thus, the conditioned air blown out
through the first outlet port (24) corresponding to the
blowing direction in which a reduced amount of the con-
ditioned air is blown, is not blown into the room space
(R) but is directly drawn into the intake hole (23) adjacent
to the first outlet port (24). That is, a short-circuit of the
airflow may be generated.

«Other Embodiments»

[0078] The above embodiment illustrates an example
of the indoor unit (11) in which flow of the conditioned air
is reduced in two of the four blowing directions of the
conditioned air. However, the indoor unit of the present
embodiment may also be configured to reduce the flow
of the conditioned air in one or three of the four blowing
directions of the conditioned air.
[0079] The above embodiment illustrates an example
of the airflow rate adjusting operation in which a reduced
amount of the conditioned air is blown in one or more of
the plurality of blowing directions in the heating operation
of the indoor unit (11), thereby increasing the blowing
speed in the rest of the blowing directions. However, a
similar airflow rate adjusting operation may be performed
in the cooling operation, as well.
[0080] The above embodiment illustrates an example
of the indoor unit (11) in which the casing (20) is provided
with the load detection section (71) for detecting the high
load area (Ac) and the low load area (Ah). However, the
load detection section (71) may be omitted from the in-

door unit of the present embodiment. If the load detection
section (71) is omitted, the airflow rate adjusting opera-
tion, in which a reduced amount of the conditioned air is
blown in one or more of the plurality of blowing directions
to increase the blowing speed of the conditioned air in
the rest of the blowing directions, is carried out by peri-
odically changing the blowing direction in which a re-
duced amount of the conditioned air is blown, without
taking into account the accumulated value of the flow
rates of the air into the respective blowing directions.
[0081] In the above embodiment, the indoor unit (11)
of the air conditioner (1) is an indoor unit installed in a
ceiling and fitted in the opening of the ceiling (U). How-
ever, the indoor unit (11) may be an indoor unit hung from
a ceiling, the casing (20) of which is hung from the ceiling
and arranged in the room space (R). Further, the blowing
directions of the indoor unit (11) are not limited to, e.g.,
four or eight directions, as long as the blowing directions
are directed to the high load area or the low load area of
the perimeter zone.
[0082] The above embodiment illustrates an example
of the indoor unit which can perform the horizontal blow
mode and the downward blow mode. However, the blow
mode of the indoor unit is not limited to the horizontal
blow mode and the downward blow mode. The indoor
unit of the present embodiment may selectively perform
the blow mode in which the wind direction adjusting blade
(51) swings and the horizontal blow mode, or may per-
form only the horizontal blow mode, for example.
[0083] The above embodiment illustrates an example
of the indoor unit (11) which makes the flow rate of the
air into the high load area (Ac) and the flow rate of the
air into the low load area (Ah) different from each other
by means of the wind direction adjusting blade (51). How-
ever, the indoor unit of the present embodiment may be
configured to make the flow rate of the air into the high
load area (Ac) and the flow rate of the air into the low
load area (Ah) different from each other by means of a
configuration other than the wind direction adjusting
blade (51).
[0084] The foregoing embodiments are merely pre-
ferred examples in nature, and are not intended to limit
the scope, application, or uses of the invention.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

[0085] As can be seem from the foregoing description,
the present invention is useful as a technique for control-
ling the airflow in a heating operation of an indoor unit of
an air conditioner installed in the ceiling.

DESCRIPTION OF REFERENCE CHARACTERS

[0086]

R Room Space (Air-Conditioning Target Space)
U Ceiling
1 Air Conditioner
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11 Indoor Unit
20 Casing
23 Intake Hole
24 First Outlet Port (Primary Outlet Port)
26 Outlet Port
70 Operation Control Section
71 Load Detection Section

Claims

1. An indoor unit of an air conditioner, comprising:

a casing (20) installable in a ceiling (U) of an air-
conditioning target space (R), the casing (20)
being provided with outlet ports (26) capable of
blowing out conditioned air in a plurality of blow-
ing directions different from one another,
the indoor unit is provided with an operation con-
trol section (70) to carry out, in a heating oper-
ation, an airflow rate adjusting operation in which
a reduced amount of the conditioned air is blown
in one or more of the plurality of blowing direc-
tions to increase a blowing speed in the rest of
the blowing directions, and characterized in
that:
to carry out the airflow rate adjusting operation,
the operation control section (70) is configured
to control flow of the conditioned air such that
the conditioned air is blown out in a horizontal
blow mode in the blowing direction in which the
blowing speed is increased by the airflow rate
adjusting operation, and periodically change the
blowing direction in which a reduced amount of
the conditioned air is blown.

2. The indoor unit of claim 1, wherein
the indoor unit is configured to blow out the condi-
tioned air in four different blowing directions 90° apart
from each other, and
the operation control section (70) reduces, in the air-
flow rate adjusting operation, flow of the conditioned
air in two of the four blowing directions to increase
the blowing speed in the other two blowing direc-
tions.

3. The indoor unit of claim 1 or 2, comprising:

a load detection section (71) which detects, for
each of the blowing directions, whether an area
of a perimeter zone of the air-conditioning target
space (R) is a high load area having a relatively
large air conditioning load or a low load area
having a smaller air conditioning load than the
high load area, wherein
the operation control section (70) carries out the
airflow rate adjusting operation such that an ac-
cumulated value of flow rates of air into the high

load area in a predetermined reference time is
greater than an accumulated value of flow rates
of air into the low load area in the predetermined
reference time, by periodically changing the
blowing direction in which a reduce amount of
the conditioned air is blown.

4. The indoor unit of any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein
the outlet ports (26) include a plurality of primary out-
let ports (24) configured to blow out the conditioned
air in directions different from one another,
the casing (20) is provided with an intake hole (23)
arranged adjacent to the plurality of primary outlet
ports (24) and configured to draw in room air, and
the operation control section (70) controls the flow
of the conditioned air blown out from the primary out-
let port (24) corresponding to the blowing direction
in which a reduced amount of the conditioned air is
blown in the airflow rate adjusting operation, such
that the conditioned air is blown out toward the intake
hole (23) and drawn into the intake hole (23).

5. The indoor unit of claim 2, wherein
the two blowing directions in which a reduced
amount of the conditioned air is blown are 180° apart
from each other.

Patentansprüche

1. Innenraumeinheit einer Klimaanlage, umfassend:

ein Gehäuse (20), das in einer Decke (U) eines
Klimaanlagenzielraums (R) installierbar ist, wo-
bei das Gehäuse (20) mit Auslassöffnungen
(26) bereitgestellt ist, die imstande sind, klima-
tisierte Luft in einer Vielzahl von Blasrichtungen,
die sich voneinander unterscheiden, auszubla-
sen,
wobei die Innenraumeinheit mit einem Betriebs-
steuerungsabschnitt (70) bereitgestellt ist, um
in einem Heizbetrieb einen Luftströmungsraten-
einstellbetrieb auszuführen, in dem eine verrin-
gerte Menge der klimatisierten Luft in eine oder
mehrere der Vielzahl von Blasrichtungen gebla-
sen wird, um eine Blasgeschwindigkeit in dem
Rest der Blasrichtungen zu erhöhen, und da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass:
zum Ausführen des Luftströmungsrateneinstell-
betriebs der Betriebssteuerungsabschnitt (70)
gestaltet ist, Strom der klimatisierten Luft so zu
steuern, dass die klimatisierte Luft in einem ho-
rizontalen Blasmodus in der Blasrichtung aus-
geblasen wird, in dem die Blasgeschwindigkeit
durch den Luftströmungsrateneinstellbetrieb er-
höht wird, und die Blasrichtung periodisch zu
ändern, in der eine verringerte Menge der kli-
matisierten Luft ausgeblasen wird.
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2. Innenraumeinheit nach Anspruch 1, wobei
die Innentür gestaltet ist, die klimatisierte Luft in vier
verschiedenen Blasrichtungen auszublasen, die um
90° voneinander beabstandet sind, und
der Betriebssteuerungsabschnitt (70) in dem Luft-
strömungsrateneinstellbetrieb Strömung der klima-
tisierten Luft in zwei der vier Blasrichtungen verrin-
gert, um die Blasgeschwindigkeit in den zwei ande-
ren Blasrichtungen zu erhöhen.

3. Innenraumeinheit nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, umfas-
send:

einen Lasterfassungsabschnitt (71), der für jede
der Blasrichtungen erfasst, ob eine Fläche einer
Umfangszone des Klimaanlagenzielraums (R)
eine Fläche hoher Last mit einer relativ großen
Klimatisierungslast oder eine Fläche geringer
Last mit einer kleineren Klimatisierungslast als
die Fläche hoher Last ist, wobei
der Betriebssteuerungsabschnitt (70) den Luft-
strömungsrateneinstellbetrieb so ausführt, dass
ein akkumulierter Wert von Luftströmungsraten
in die Fläche hoher Last in einer vorbestimmten
Referenzzeit größer ist als ein akkumulierter
Wert von Luftströmungsraten in die Fläche ge-
ringer Last in der vorbestimmten Referenzzeit,
indem die Blasrichtung, in der eine verringerte
Menge der klimatisierten Luft ausgeblasen wird,
periodisch geändert wird.

4. Innenraumeinheit nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis
3, wobei
die Auslassöffnungen (26) eine Vielzahl von primä-
ren Auslassöffnungen (24) beinhalten, die gestaltet
sind, die klimatisierte Luft in Richtungen auszubla-
sen, die sich voneinander unterscheiden,
das Gehäuse (20) mit einer Einlassöffnung (23) be-
reitgestellt ist, die neben der Vielzahl von primären
Auslassöffnungen (24) angeordnet ist und gestaltet
ist, Raumluft anzusaugen, und
der Betriebssteuerungsabschnitt (70) den Strom der
klimatisierten Luft, der aus der primären Auslassöff-
nung (24) ausgeblasen wird, entsprechend der Blas-
richtung steuert, in welcher eine verringerte Menge
der klimatisierten Luft in dem Luftströmungsraten-
einstellbetrieb ausgeblasen wird, sodass die klima-
tisierte Luft zu der Einlassöffnung (23) hin ausgebla-
sen und in die Einlassöffnung (23) angesaugt wird.

5. Innenraumeinheit nach Anspruch 2, wobei
die zwei Blasrichtungen, in welchen eine verringerte
Menge der klimatisierten Luft geblasen wird, um
180° voneinander beabstandet sind.

Revendications

1. Unité intérieure d’un climatiseur, comprenant :

un boîtier (20) pouvant être installé dans un pla-
fond (U) d’un espace cible de climatisation (R),
le boîtier (20) étant pourvu d’orifices de sortie
(26) capables de souffler de l’air conditionné
dans une pluralité de directions de soufflage dif-
férentes les unes des autres,
l’unité intérieure est pourvue d’une section de
commande de fonctionnement (70) pour effec-
tuer, dans une opération de chauffage, une opé-
ration de réglage de flux d’air dans laquelle une
quantité réduite de l’air conditionné est soufflée
dans une ou plusieurs de la pluralité de direc-
tions de soufflage pour augmenter une vitesse
de soufflage dans le reste des directions de
soufflage, et caractérisée en ce que :
pour effectuer l’opération de réglage de flux
d’air, la section de commande de fonctionne-
ment (70) est configurée pour commander le flux
de l’air conditionné de sorte que l’air conditionné
est soufflé dans un mode de soufflage horizontal
dans la direction de soufflage dans laquelle la
vitesse de soufflage est augmentée par l’opéra-
tion de réglage de flux d’air, et pour changer
périodiquement la direction de soufflage dans
laquelle une quantité réduite de l’air conditionné
est soufflée.

2. Unité intérieure selon la revendication 1, dans la-
quelle
l’unité intérieure est configurée pour souffler l’air con-
ditionné dans quatre directions de soufflage diffé-
rentes écartées à 90° l’une de l’autre, et
la section de commande de fonctionnement (70) ré-
duit, lors de l’opération de réglage de flux d’air, le
flux de l’air conditionné dans deux des quatre direc-
tions de soufflage pour augmenter la vitesse de souf-
flage dans les deux autres directions de soufflage.

3. Unité intérieure selon la revendication 1 ou 2,
comprenant :

une section de détection de charge (71) qui dé-
tecte, pour chacune des directions de soufflage,
si une aire d’une zone de périmètre de l’espace
cible de climatisation (R) est une aire à charge
élevée présentant une charge de climatisation
relativement grande ou une aire à charge faible
présentant une charge de climatisation plus pe-
tite que l’aire à charge élevée, dans laquelle
la section de commande de fonctionnement (70)
effectue l’opération de réglage de flux d’air de
sorte qu’une valeur accumulée de débits d’air
dans l’aire à charge élevée dans un temps de
référence prédéterminé est supérieure à une va-
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leur accumulée de débits d’air à l’intérieur de
l’aire à charge faible dans le temps de référence
prédéterminé, en changeant périodiquement la
direction de soufflage dans laquelle une quantité
réduite de l’air conditionné est soufflée.

4. Unité intérieure selon l’une quelconque des reven-
dications 1 à 3, dans laquelle
les orifices de sortie (26) incluent une pluralité d’ori-
fices de sortie primaires (24) configurés pour souffler
l’air conditionné dans des directions différentes les
unes des autres,
le boîtier (20) est pourvu d’un trou d’admission (23)
disposé adjacent à la pluralité d’orifices de sortie pri-
maires (24) et configuré pour aspirer de l’air ambiant,
et
la section de commande de fonctionnement (70)
commande le flux de l’air conditionné soufflé à partir
de l’orifice de sortie primaire (24) correspondant à
la direction de soufflage dans laquelle une quantité
réduite de l’air conditionné est soufflée dans l’opé-
ration de réglage de flux d’air, de sorte que l’air con-
ditionné est soufflé vers le trou d’admission (23) et
aspiré à l’intérieur du trou d’admission (23).

5. Unité intérieure selon la revendication 2, dans la-
quelle
les deux directions de soufflage dans lesquelles une
quantité réduite de l’air conditionné est soufflée sont
écartées à 180° l’une de l’autre.
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